SECURITY
MANUAL FOR

PROTEST COVERAGE
IN BRAZIL

DISCLAIMER
This manual, which contains security “tips,” is
merely suggestive. It was created on the basis
of international protocols and interviews with reporters who were assaulted, arrested or in other
ways objects of hostility during recent protests in
Brazil. These “tips” should be read in the same
way one would listen to colleagues who have gone
through similar situations the reporter may face
- always bearing in mind that there are no universal rules which are valid in every situation. This
manual may help a reporter reduce his exposure
to risk, but never to eliminate it entirely. Therefore, it cannot substitute for common sense nor
does it cover every potential risk. Every person
is, in the end, responsible for their decisions and
postures, which must be adapted to the circumstances of each situation. In this way, the first
and foremost decision the reporter must make is
whether he feels able to accept the assignment
he has been given.
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INTRODUCTION

Covering street protests involves risks that
every journalist should be prepared for.
Knowledge, experience and planning can
help reduce these risks. For this reason,
Abraji (The Brazilian Association of Investigative Journalism) has developed this concise guide, with tips and anecdotes from
professionals who have experienced risky
incidents while covering protests.
Between May 2013 and May 2014, there were
at least 171 cases of violations against media professionals covering street protests.
Of these, 112 were intentionally committed
aggressions, detentions or hostilities; that
is, the aggressor targeted the journalist
who was identified as such. An analysis of
these 112 cases showed that police officers,
national guardsman or security guards were
responsible for 77.7% of the attacks while
protesters assaulted or were aggressive in
22.23% of the cases. Of the entire 171 inten-

tional and unintentional violations, São Paulo was the city with the greatest number of
occurrences (70), followed by Rio de Janeiro
(30) and Brasilia (16). During this period, 16
cities reported acts of violence.

Learning from mistakes: reports
of aggression and random acts
Santiago Ilídio Andrade, 49 years of age, died
on the 10th of February, 2014, as a result of
an incident which occurred four days earlier,
while he was recording images of the clash
between the Military Police and protesters,
at the Brazil Center in Rio de Janeiro. He had
been working at Bandeirantes TV since 2004.
An experienced professional, he had participated in courses on risk prevention for covering armed conflicts. Santiago Andrade had
gone to the Center to cover another issue,
when he was called over to record images of
the protest against the bus fare hike in downtown Rio. He was acting as both driver and

cameraman, and was working without an assistant or reporter that day. While he was doing his job, with his attention totally focused
on the camera lens, he was hit in the back by
a grenade thrown by one of the protesters.
The death of the cameraman was, until today,
the gravest incident arising from the protests.
Photographers and camera operators, such
as Santiago Andrade, run additional risks
because they handle heavy equipment and
keep their attention focused on capturing
the scenes, while security conditions around
them quickly change. For these professionals,
working with a team is even more important,
since they cannot pay attention to two places
at the same time.
One photojournalist from Ceara was put in a
vulnerable situation, as there had been neither prior planning nor assigning of roles
among the three members of the team who
were working on the protest coverage. In addition to recording, he performed the role of

driver. Furthermore, he was put on the assignment without knowing he was going to
cover a protest. None of the team had personal protection equipment.
Imprudent behavior increases risk. But even
when precautionary measures are taken, covering protests remains dangerous. In São
Paulo, a photojournalist was blinded in one
eye after being hit by a rubber bullet fired by
police officers, in June of 2013. He believes it
is necessary to go beyond the discussion of
protecting journalists and says that structural problems increase the lack of safety. At the
height of the protests, he remembers, important journalists published editorials pushing
for a greater response from the police, even
while there was fear of the grave consequences such truculent actions might provoke. For
this reason, he says that the press needs to
re-discuss the issue of violence itself and
the role the press has in it. “It is important to
have security equipment, but it’s not the main

thing,” he observed. After the incident, he
himself began to push for better regulation of
the less-lethal munitions used by the police.
Fear and distrust of the police is a constant
feature of such reports. “We must always walk
together. The police tends to be more aggressive when they get a journalist alone,” reports
a freelance journalist who was surrounded by
the police during a march for education in October of 2013, at Republic Square in São Paulo.
In February 2014, in Rio de Janeiro, a reporter who was covering the protests against the
bus fare hike at the Brazil Center was assaulted with a baton by police officers. “I backed
up against a wall, raised my arms and identified myself as a reporter when I saw some police officers approaching me. I was carrying a
notepad in one hand and a pen in the other. I
was hit twice on my right leg by the batons of
two military police officers. One of the blows
broke my cell phone screen, which was in my
pants pocket,” he described. A freelancer, he

wasn’t wearing a name badge, but had a helmet with the press symbol on it. “As the tempestuous act of the police led to a generalized
chaos, everywhere inside and outside the
Center became unsafe, which made all prior
planning moot. I was able to maintain contact
with the photographer and colleagues from
other agencies by cell phone, which I believe
helped make our escape from the location
slightly safer,” he added. “I filed a complaint
with the Civil Police and made a statement,
but since the policemen were wearing masks
and didn’t carry any visible identification, it
was impossible to identify them,” he said.
Another reporter in Rio said that he was attacked by Military Police officers while walking toward Candelaria, returning from a protest at city hall. “The police were firing rubber
bullets and there was no way to get out of
the way because there were no side streets.
I looked for cover in a restaurant to get away
from the crowd and wait for the situation to die

down. This was when the police broke down
the door and threw in a tear gas grenade. I
thought I would suffocate. Many people fell
ill and vomited. I was the only one who had a
mask. When we managed to open the door, I
thought the police would be there to kill us.
I took off my mask and threw myself to the
ground. After I got up and saw that there was
no one around, I found a street vender who
threw some water on my face. I was in a state
of shock. I called the newsroom and said that
there could be a great tragedy; it felt like a
war zone. I believe I am quite resilient, but
this was the most stressful day I have ever
had in 15 years as a journalist.”
Warned about the possibility of tear gas in
the protest coverage, which took place in June
of 2013 in São Paulo, and with the intent to
reduce its effects, one reporter brought vinegar in his backpack and was detained by police. In his article for the magazine he works
for, he wrote, “I asked several times what law

or regulation or statute prohibits the carrying of vinegar, but did not obtain an answer.
On the way, I had the opportunity to call a
friend, also a journalist, who was on her way
to the protest. I told her I was being taken to
Patriarch Square. Then I continued filming.
This was my last conversation with the police before they held me up against the wall
of a closed store on the square.”
Even reporters who had already participated in dangerous coverage and gone through
courses for risk prevention in hostile environments felt vulnerable. “Covering protests is
completely different from covering drug-trafficking,” said one experienced photojournalist from Rio de Janeiro.
He talks of the additional threat posed by hostile protesters. “We don’t even know how to
deal with the participants of social movements
who are unable to distinguish between the professional and the news agency he works for,”
he laments. “We are learning from this new re-

ality. The tips from the courses help: look for
escape routes, remain ever vigilant, and try to
stay with your team because you’ll be more protected. But I worry that I can’t work with a press
ID because they don’t like the news agency I
work for. There are a thousand people filming,
taking photos and cursing the police, who are
rarely able to identify who’s who. Protesters
put a camera in front of their face and start to
shout so that the police will attack us journalists, while the protesters film it,” he added.
Another photojournalist from Rio de Janeiro
declared: “At the first protests, I tried to get
close to the confrontation zones to make videos
with my cell phone. It was dangerous because
I felt vulnerable not only to the protesters, but
also to the security forces. At the “battle-front”
a reporter is just another protester, and the
chances of getting hurt are great. And none of
the images from the cell phone could be used,
so I put myself at risk for nothing. I think that
with a camera it’s different.”

Aggression by protesters was also reported
in the front of city hall in São Paulo when the
building was being vandalized, in June 2013.
A television reporter described the situation
as follows: “I was recording the events and
kneeled down to get some of the rocks used
in the destruction which were on the ground.
When I got up, a protester whose face was
covered threw vinegar in my eyes. I had a microphone with the agency logo in my hands,
and was also with a cameraman and lighting
assistant. There was no way not to be identified. Until that day, the coverage had been
calm. After that, the aggression against journalist increased and I became more afraid to
get out on the streets.”
In June of 2013, a photojournalist who was
covering a popular protest for a regional print
newspaper in São Jose do Rio Preto, in the
countryside of São Paulo, felt abandoned by
the police: “During the unrest, protesters began to vandalize the bus terminal. Military

police officers who were following the protests did nothing to stop this. While I took
pictures, I was surrounded by 30 protesters
who tried to steal my equipment and assaulted me with punches and kicks. Another journalist went running to tell the police, but they
refused to go inside the terminal to contain
the violence. The only reason I was not more
severely harmed was due to the intervention
of my colleagues who happened to be nearby
and defended me.”
In Espirito Santo, violence occurred when a
reporter, working on a story about the protests against the transportation conditions
in the city of Vila Vela, was surprised, along
with his cameraman, by a crowd running desperately by because of the actions of over 100
police officers. The Military Police was firing
rubber bullets and launching tear gas and
flash bangs. The devices were thrown intentionally, to prevent us from capturing images
from where we were located. At this protest

I was also hit by a rubber bullet in my right
leg,” he recounted.
In Brasilia, a producer from a major network
news program was wearing a gas mask and
maintained constant contact with his other
colleagues by means of a cell-phone app, at
the June 2013 protest. When the police arrived to disperse the protesters with vehicles
and dogs, he stated that he was a journalist.
He was directed to remove himself from the
scene. The police continued to advance toward the protesters; one of the unidentified
officers covered him with pepper spray from
within a vehicle. Also in Brasilia, another reporter was surrounded by police with dogs
and assaulted with pepper spray while he
was investigating police aggression toward a
passer-by who was complaining about them.
Violence against the press continued in 2014,
despite protests from media associations and
agencies. A reporter in São Paulo, who was
covering the World Cup protests near the An-

hangabau subway station in February, was detained by the Military Police. “Protesters were
very close to the police. When the confusion
started, they ran forward, where I was standing. I wound up detained with seven or eight
protesters who were trying to escape. Some of
my colleagues from other agencies tried to argue with the police to let me go. Even though
their appeals had no impact, the police realized that there were other members of the press
keeping an eye on me, which made me feel safer. When I started covering protests, I always
used to feel safe when I showed my ID to state
officials (firemen, military police, civil police.)
Now I feel that I should be more aware and do
everything possible to avoid attention. I don’t
want to get caught in the crossfire again.”
There are various hypotheses to explain the
aggression toward media professionals at
these protests.
Professor Rafael Alcadipani, of the Getulio
Vargas Foundation Business Administration

School in São Paulo, did a survey among
youths, police officers and journalists during
the protests. In his opinion, there has been a
general change in the level of violence in Brazil. “People want to take matters into their
own hands. Social relations have intensified
and there is a feeling that the police aren’t
taking care of things, there is no justice, and
the press doesn’t show reality as it is. Nowadays all protests are violent. The solution is
to make a pact to rebuild Brazil and stop looking for palliative remedies. Unfortunately, it
is still the police who determine social policy
in Brazil,” he comments.
Researcher Esther Sonano Gallego, Professor of the International Relations program of
the Federal University of São Paulo (Unifesp)
who studies the violence attributed to the
Black Blocks, believes that the population
has still not come to terms with the risk that
society runs from aggression toward journalists: “The violence of the Black Blocks against

journalists started in August 2013, and was
focused on reporters from large media outlets
they don’t support. Initially it was just verbal
aggression, and then it began to change and
the tension level rose. The Military Police is
learning to deal with the protests. The only
thing to do is to reduce the feeling of tension.
Sit down, talk, mediate.”
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WHAT DOES
THE LAW SAY?
Can the police prevent a journalist
from entering a determined area
or limit where he can go?
ARTICLE 5, PARAGRAPH XV OF THE FEDERAL
CONSTITUTION OF BRAZIL states that “locomotion is free in the national territory in times
of peace, allowing any person, in terms of the
law, to enter, remain or leave with his goods.”
ARTICLE 220 OF THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION
states, “The manifestation of thought, creation, expression and information, in any form,
process or means, will suffer no restriction, observed by the will of this Constitution.”
The right to come and go, and of freedom
of the press, therefore, cannot be impeded.
But the journalist must use common sense to
avoid unnecessary risks.
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UN SECURITY COUNCIL RESOLUTION NO.1738
OF 2006 and the UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY
RESOLUTION OF NOVEMBER 18, 2013 condemn attacks against journalists in conflict
zones and assign areas of responsibility.

What does the law say about the use of
force by public safety professionals?
INTERDEPARTMENTAL DECREE NO. 4226, OF
DECEMBER 31, 2010 establishes 25 directives
regarding the use of force and firearms by
public safety professionals. Among them are:
XXThe use of force by public safety professionals must obey principals of legality, necessity, proportion, moderation and convenience.
XXPublic safety professionals must not discharge
firearms against any person, except in legitimate self-defense or in defense of another in
imminent danger of death or serious injury.
XXThe use of firearms against a fleeing individual who is unarmed or even in possession of some type of weapon but who does
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not present an immediate threat of death
or serious injury to public safety professionals or third parties is not condoned.
XXThe use of firearms against a vehicle that disrespects a police roadblock of a public way is
not condoned, unless the act presents an immediate threat of death or serious injury to
public safety professionals or third parties.
XXSo called “warning shots” are not considered an acceptable practice, as they do not
follow the principles outlined in Guideline
No.2 and because of the unpredictability
of their effects.
XXThe act of pointing a firearm at an individual while approaching must not be a routine
and indiscriminate practice.
XXRESOLUTION NO. 6/2013 by the Human
Rights Secretary of the President of the Republic states that, “the actions of the government must be to secure the protection
of the life and safety of the people and of
the human right to free manifestation of
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thought and assembly, essential to the exercise of democracy.” And determines measures for protecting media professionals:
XXARTICLE 2: At protests and public events,
as well as during the execution of warrants
for maintenance and reintegration of possession, government agents must guide
their actions by non-violent means.
XXARTICLE 3: Firearms must not be utilized at
protests and public events, not even during
the execution of warrants for maintenance
and reintegration of possession.
XXARTICLE 4: The use of less lethal weapons
is only acceptable when proven necessary
to preserve the physical integrity of the
government agent or of third parties, or in
extreme situations in which the use of force
is proven to be the only means possible for
containing acts of violence.
XXARTICLE 5: The activities exercised by reporters, photographers and other media
professionals are essential for the effec-
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tive respect of the human right to freedom
of expression, in the context of protests
and public events, as well as in covering
the execution of warrants for maintenance
and reintegration of possession.
XXSOLE PARAGRAPH: Reporters, photographers and other media professionals must
receive special protection in exercising their
profession, any obstruction to their action,
especially by use of force, being prohibited.
Coronel Eric Meier Junior, of the Federal District Military Police, recalls that police departments have administrative independence;
therefore their actions are delineated and
detailed by each operational department. In
cases of conduct deviation, abuse, or unnecessary or disproportional violence, it is necessary to seek the magistrate of the unit to
file a complaint.
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BEFORE LEAVING:
RISK ANALYSIS
XXPlan your coverage ahead of time. Is there
a safer way to get the information or images necessary? Plan what you will do if you
are assaulted, detained or robbed. If you
know the protest route, anticipate your escape routes and set them up in advance
with your team members.
XXKnow the social and political context that
is motivating the participants: what recent
facts preceded the protest, what the general attitude toward media outlets is, what
they think about the field you work in; do
you have any characteristics that could
generate additional risks (such as being a
woman in a context that involves the risk
of sexual violence); are there groups with a
history of violence against journalists?
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XXBefore leaving for the site, take a look, via
GPS or the internet, at the terrain where
the protest will take place, identifying police stations, places where you can take
shelter, escape routes, which way the roads
run, elevated locations for good images,
dead-end streets, road-blocks, hospitals
and reference points for reorganization in
case you get separated from your team.
XXCalculate how long you and your team will
need to be on location in order to get what
you need.
XXGet the weather report for the coverage period. If necessary, take a waterproof jacket.
In some locations, the temperature drops at
night. Be prepared. Condoms can be used
to keep camera memory cards dry in case
there is a torrential downpour or the police
use water cannons.
XXKeep a constant line of communication
open with the newsroom. Set up periodic
intervals for sending pre-determined, and
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if necessary, coded text messages, such as
“flat tire” equals “we’ve been detained.”
Dozens of messages can be created for all
manner of hypothetical situations brought
up during the planning phase, put together in a table with a copy in the newsroom.
XXRecord more than one direct-dial number
on your phone for emergencies. Insert the
letter “A” at the beginning of these contacts, so that they appear at the top of your
contact list. Take a back-up cell phone battery. Reduce the screen brightness and disable unnecessary apps that use up energy.
Opt for phones that take two chips. Use
chips from two different phone carriers.
XXA reporter or assistant should help photojournalists and camera operators, as they
will be focused on their job of collecting
images. One of the team should maintain a
broad view of the entire scene at all times,
and be concerned with the team’s safety.
Set up these roles in advance.
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XXIf you have a driver, check that he is familiar with the local, is able to plan escape
routes, is always in communication and
doesn’t leave the car trapped in inaccessible parking spots.
XXIf you have asthma, respiratory problems
or infections, are pregnant, have lowered
immunity, an eye infection or use contact
lenses and don’t have glasses, avoid engaging in coverage of this type. Make sure
that you are physically capable of performing the task: can you run?
XXCheck that, in case something happens to
you, you and your family will have medical
and insurance coverage.
XXUse identification visible from a distance
if you believe this will provide you greater
protection. Hide your ID and try to blend in
with the people around you if this seems
more appropriate. Know how to read the
context and mood of the protest participants in regard to the press. Set these pro-
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cedures up with your team in advance.
XXDivide your money into smaller quantities
and keep it in different waterproof places
on your person or in an additional wallet.

VEHICLES

XXReview the condition of your vehicle: always check, before departing, that you
have a valid fire extinguisher, and most
importantly, that you know how to access
and utilize it.
XXDrivers must remain alert at all times.
Hostile protesters have targeted press vehicles. Take into consideration the rules of
your agency and discuss with your team
whether it is better for the driver to remain
outside the vehicle, within view of it or inside it with the key in the ignition, ready to
leave quickly if necessary.
XXAfter parking, the driver should remain attentive and vigilant to changes in the mood
of the group and to changes in the securi-
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ty conditions around him. If necessary, he
may consider changing the position of the
vehicle, to avoid being surrounded, and
should certify that the news team is informed of his new position.
XXAn extra key to the car should be provided
and remain in the possession of another
member of the team, other than the driver,
who is also able to drive.
XXPerforming more than one function, such
as driver/cameraman, increases risks for
the professionals.

BASIC BACKPACK KIT

XXAlways use a lightweight backpack, which
is easy to open and close and that fits snugly against the body, facilitating its access
and movement.
XXTake potable water and energy snacks in case
the coverage is extended. Divide the food
into small portions. You may need to handle
it while walking over long periods of time.
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XXKnow how to utilize the flashlight function
of your cell phone. If you don’t have this
function, download the app or carry a small
flashlight with you.
XXIf you are unfamiliar with the local, a map
may be helpful. GPS – whether for the car
or cell phone, can be useful as well. Know
how to operate it, test it beforehand and
familiarize yourself with its functions. You
can also mark your map with points of interest, such as elevated areas for capturing images, hospitals, police stations, and
escape routes in advance.
XXTV crews should opt for lightweight equipment, which can be carried easily. Be prepared to leave it behind if you need to get
away quickly.
XXUse a wristband or a medical alert badge
that shows your blood type or any special
medical conditions or allergies.
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FIRST AID
KIT
PERSONAL (BACKPACK):

XXAnti-bacterial ointment
XXSterile gauze pads (at least
one packet of 10)
XXCrepe bandage (at least one
packet of 4.5X10cm)
XXAdhesive tape (3m X 2cm)
XXSurgical gloves (one pair)
XXAntihistamine (anti-allergy) (4 pills)
XXAnalgesic (4 pills)
XXAnti-diarrheal (4 pills)
XXTweezers
XXScissors
XXSunscreen
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FOR THE VEHICLE:
XXSurgical gloves
XXAdhesive tape
XXCrepe bandages (for cuts and scratches)
XXAbsorbent gauze
XXCardiopulmonary Resuscitation Mask
XXAntibacterial soap
XXAntiseptic
XXAlcohol gel
XXTweezers
XXRounded-tip scissors
XXEmergency blanket
XXAdhesive tapes
XXQ-tips
XXSterile compresses
XXSugar packets for hypoglycemia
(low blood sugar)
XXSalt packets for hypotension
(low blood pressure)
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DURING THE
PROTEST
POSITIONING AND ACTION

The Committee for the Protection of Journalists
suggests that journalists be thought of as referees on a playing field: “They should be close
enough to observe the game with precision, but
even so should take every precaution to avoid
getting mixed up in the action.” Avoid getting
surrounded by or trapped between confronting groups, or in the middle of the multitudes
of people. Try to remain where it is possible to
have the broadest view of the scene. Have an
escape route in mind at all times. When arriving at the scene, before anything else, figure
out how to get away in an emergency.
XXWhen arriving at the local, make a mental
map, identifying the position of the Riot Po-
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lice and the Cavalry. These special groups
may be situated one or more blocks away,
out of the protesters’ view. It is important
to anticipate where they might come from
and in what direction to run in case they
issue an order to disperse.
XXBe aware of changes in the protesters’
mood and changes in the police’s position. Know how to interpret the contextual
signs and anticipate the risks. Normally, a
Riot Police formation indicates their intention to disperse the group. Look ahead to
the direction that this movement is likely
to take and plan accordingly.
XXAvoid wandering through the crowd; opt
for specific movements focused on recording what is necessary.
XXConsider filming from a more distant vantage point, from the sidelines or from
above. This planning can be done with a
map, with the aid of aerial images or from
information obtained from local contacts.
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XXNever pick up anything thrown during the protest. It could be a homemade explosive or other combustible device, as well as generate suspicion from the police that you are a protester;
be wary of any and all abandoned materials.
XXDon’t touch the shrapnel from grenades
launched by the police. It could be hot.
XXDon’t take sides with any of the groups
involved.
XXWhen filming police advances, avoid being surrounded from behind by the police
involved in the situation. Stay on the sidelines. Never touch a police officer with a
weapon drawn– this is especially important
for photographers, who are used to asking
for space to get a better angle. Remember
that the individuals involved in the situation
may be tense and therefore react unexpectedly to anything they consider a threat.
XXPhotojournalists and camera operators
should take telephoto lenses with them,
which allows for a closer view of the action
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without unnecessary exposure to risk.
XXTry to avoid taking many photos of, or filming
for lengthy periods of time, a single person or
small group. This could give the impression
that this person or group is being threatened.
XXIf you decide to change direction, ask for tips
and advice from people who are arriving on
the scene from the direction you plan to go in.

IN CASE OF AGGRESSION
OR DETENTION

XXIf a personal object is taken from you, including video recordings or notations, demonstrate your disapproval. State that this is
an act of censorship, which is prohibited by
the Constitution, but don’t get involved in
heated discussions, nor touch anyone.
XXDepending on the situation, it may not advisable to say anything at the time. Don’t
confront people angrily and respect each
individual’s physical space. Observe body
language. People who gesticulate a lot
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need more space around them. The same
is true for those carrying weapons. Tolerate insults and be patient.
XXMaintain visual contact when being questioned. If you are wearing dark glasses, remove them. Look in the eyes of your questioner, breath deeply and try to maintain a
calm and measured rhythm to your speech.
Avoid making accusations or speeding up
the rhythm of the discussion. Show that
you do not present a threat.
XXIf you are arrested, make every effort to
maintain professional conduct while explaining that you are a reporter and that
your work is to keep the population informed; if, even so, you are held in custody, follow directions and wait for an opportunity to present your case calmly to a
superior officer.
XXRecording your conversations could be
helpful at this time. Small recorders or
smartphone apps can be utilized cau-
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tiously and serve as evidence in your favor in the future.
XXAlways speak the truth and avoid changing
your story. Stay calm and assume a subservient posture. Remember, your only objective at this time is to survive and get out
of the situation unharmed.
XXIf you are the victim of an illegal arrest by a
law enforcement officer, inform the prosecutor or municipal authorities and entities
of the press immediately and demand the
presence of a lawyer.
XXIf you are assaulted or abused, take note
of the ID number or name of the aggressor and report him to the authorities (politician, public prosecutor, attorney) press
agencies and aggressor’s superiors.
XXIf you are placed in a police vehicle, shout
your name and the name of your media
agency so that information about your arrest will begin to circulate.
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SECURITY AND
PROTECTION
EQUIPMENT
XXConsider the possibility of using a helmet and
vest, with PRESS identification, in accordance
with the risk analysis that was done during the
planning phase. If you are a foreign correspondent and have your own equipment, remember that the word PRESS (PRENSA) may not
make sense for people who don’t speak English (Spanish). In Brazil, use IMPRENSA or TV.
XXIf your agency doesn’t supply this equipment and you have to improvise, pay attention to these guidelines:

CLOTHING

XXUse comfortable clothing made from natural fibers.
XXWaterproof clothing helps protect the skin
from the effects of teargas, but on the oth-
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er hand, may be flammable in situations
where incendiary materials, such as Molotov cocktails, are used. Evaluate the context and make choices based on facts.
XXThe same is true for rain jackets or waterproof materials – washed with neutral soap, they protect against chemical
agents (unlike cotton).
XXBring a change of clothing in your backpack, primarily in locations with cold climates, in case you are assaulted with gas
or water. Clothing that comes in contact
with gas becomes contaminated, so keep
it in a separate, well-sealed bag, preferably made of plastic.
XXDo not wear earrings, piercings, necklaces, or ties which increase contact with
the skin and can be yanked off or provoke
strangulation.
XXDo not wear clothing that is the same color
as the protesters or security forces.
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HAIR

XXCover with a hat, helmet, cap or bag, preferably waterproof.
XXLong hair should be tied back to prevent
it from becoming contaminated by gas or
from being grabbed and caught up in fences or nails.

SKIN

XXDo not put on your skin: Vaseline, detergent, moisturizers, makeup, oil-based
sunscreen, or any products with acids that
could provoke strong chemical reactions.
XXThe reaction to chemical gases may be
greater if there is any irritation on the skin,
such as acne or severe rashes.
XXRain and sweat increase the burning sensation provoked by gas on the skin.

EYES

XXDo not wear contact lenses. They retain
tear gas; if this should occur, detoxifica-
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tion of the materials should be done with
abundant running water.
XXUse bandanas and handkerchiefs soaked
with water or wet towels to reduce the inhalation of gases and chemical agents when
leaving a contaminated location, but do
not rub anything against your face as this
further activates elements in the gas.
XXThere is no scientific evidence that vinegar neutralizes the effects of gases. It
merely causes momentary relief from the
burning sensation. And since it is an acid,
it could provoke irritation of the nose,
mouth and throat. Ideally, you should use
a cloth soaked with water, which serves
as a filter, preventing gas from getting
through; this will give your team time to
leave the location. But remember that
this is an improvised solution. There are
masks with filters for sale in the market,
similar to those used by police forces,
which offer coverage for the eyes. In gen-
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eral terms, masks designed for use with
ammonia work to protect against teargas.
XXAvoid trying to protect just the eyes or
mouth alone with swimming or painting
masks. The best masks use activated charcoal. If you use one of these, combine it
with the solution described above for the
nose and mouth. A swim mask covers only
the eyes; the person using one will begin
to tear up, the lens will fog up from sweat
and tension, and it will quickly need to be
removed. A painting mask leaves the eyes
unprotected. With the suffocation provoked
by chemical agents, it tends to be quickly removed as well. If the concentration of
gas is low, these items can be used as a
stopgap measure just to gain enough time
to leave the contaminated area.

FEET

XXWear comfortable shoes, with non-slip soles
that allow you to walk or run for long periods.
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XXThere are shoes that offer greater protection to the toes; they are practically like
boots, only with a sneaker design, generally made of leather (used by professionals
who need protection on the job).
XXTake special care when circulating through
areas where there are barricades in flames,
rubble, broken glass and other materials
that could tear the soles of your shoes.
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SPECIFIC
SITUATIONS
IN THE EVENT OF
RUBBER BULLET FIRE

XXDo not attempt to approach, argue or prevent the gunfire. Instead, get out of bullet
range the fastest and safest way possible.
The tendency of the police is to aim their
fire from the waist down, so it is advisable
to get away from the area of action, protecting your face with your arms and the side
of the body. If you are wearing a vest and
helmet, don’t overestimate the amount of
protection they provide, because bullets
can wound any part of the body and, depending on the range from which they are
fired, can be serious. Seek shelter at the
first available opportunity. It is not recom-
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mended that you sit or lie down because
this will put your face in the line of fire.

IN THE EVENT OF PEPPER
SPRAY OR TEAR GAS

XXTry to get away from the area contaminated
by the substance as quickly as possible, keep
your head up and avoid rubbing your face. Stay
calm, focused and try to keep your breathing
even. Panic, hyperventilation and perspiration all make the pores open and increase the
irritation of the skin. Stay calm. Remember
that the effect is only temporary. Try not to sit
or lie down in the contaminated area, since
gases concentrate toward the ground.
XXTo disinfect gas, turn your head to the side
(laterally) and pour running water abundantly, letting it run from the eye outward,
one eye at a time; take care that the water
runs toward the ground, and doesn’t come
in contact with your skin, clothing or hair.
This technique works only when there is
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water in abundance at the local. Otherwise,
the use of a small amount of water will only
cause further irritation.
XXBlow your nose and spit, as this will help
eliminate chemicals.
XXIf your skin has been hit with pepper spray,
clean it with an uncontaminated piece of
clothing. If you spread the chemical oil over
your skin, it will increase the pain.
XXTo decontaminate, take a long, cold shower;
this will keep the pores closed and prevent
chemicals from entering through the skin.
XXPut contaminated clothing into a bag and
remove all the air. Seal it, so that the gases
are slowly diffused.
XXAfterwards, leave the contaminated clothing in an open place to air out; if you go into
a room with clothing, hair or skin contaminated by chemicals, you will contaminate
the entire room. Wash the clothing separately from non-contaminated clothes, with
soap and water. If possible, change out of
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the contaminated clothing before entering
enclosed spaces.
Observation: Rainy or very humid days favor
the concentration of gas in low areas, making their effects even more uncomfortable
and persistent. Always seek out elevated and
well-ventilated areas.

IN THE EVENT OF A
PANIC ATTACK

XXBreathe in slowly through the nose, hold in
the breath and then release it, and repeat.
XXRepeat to yourself: everything is going to
be OK; these symptoms will pass; the effects are uncomfortable but temporary.
XXTalk to people, ask for help, remove yourself from the focal point of the tumult and
reevaluate the situation.
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FIRST AID
The fire department is trained to provide emergency first aid with paramedics, nurses and technicians. In general, during large protests, a fire
truck is placed near the scene and can be sought
for first aid. Also, there is a usually a riot police
officer who is trained to provide this service.
Small procedures can save lives, but the wrong
procedures can cause irreparable damage. For
this reason it is important that media agencies
offer training from specialized professionals,
such as doctors and paramedics. And that the
team identifies hospitals and clinics near the
local in the planning phase and knows how
to get to them. If your driver is injured, another member of the team should be prepared to
perform the evacuation (drive the car, operate
the GPS, and get to the hospital).
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IF YOU PROVIDE HELP
TO SOMEONE

XXLook around you thoroughly and make
sure that, while helping someone, you will
not be subject to injury as well. This is very
common in situations in which moving traffic is only partially blocked.
XXExplain to the wounded person what you
are going to be doing, before you do it.
XXFollow the procedures and recommendations
with which you are familiar in your home
country. If in doubt, consult first aid guides
from reliable sources, such as the Red Cross,
or another that you trust.
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AFTER THE
PROTEST
XXImmediately after the protest and the completion of your work in the field, check all
your material and personnel. Check for lost
or damaged items and verify the condition
of your team before leaving the location.
XXGet in touch with the newsroom and give
of brief summary of events.
XXAt the first opportunity, ask for a report
from as many people as possible and explore the following issues:
1. What was planned
2. What was executed
3. What went right
4. What went wrong
5. What you would do differently
6. Lessons learned by everyone at the agency
XXIf possible, write up a detailed report
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with images that will serve as material
for future consultations.

AFTER THE AGGRESSION –
POST TRAUMATIC STRESS

Someone suffering from post-traumatic
stress may present anxiety, hypervigilance,
disconnection from reality, insomnia, irritability, gastrointestinal disturbances, loss
of appetite or overconsumption of food, alcohol or drugs as well as outbursts of crying or a feeling of guilt regarding injuries
or deaths witnessed during the coverage. If
this has happened to you:
XXTalk to people you are close with. Even if
you don’t feel like it, try to relate what you
experienced.
XXSeek professional help. Don’t be ashamed;
help is fundamental to recuperating emotional stability.
XXAvoid the consumption of alcohol or psychoactive substances.
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XXExercise, take time to rest, try to relax, stay
surrounded by family and friends.

TO FAMILY, FRIENDS
AND COLLEAGUES

XXEncourage the person to talk about their experience, be attentive and open to listening.
XXWhen they talk, listen without making
judgments.
XXGive time for silence, be patient and don’t
interrupt.
XXDon’t rush or correct, or give answers or
responses to what is being said.

TO AGENCIES

XXBe proactive in identifying professionals affected personally by traumatic experiences.
XXEncourage journalists with leadership roles
and more experienced colleagues to talk with
younger reporters who have gone through
such situations.
XXAllow medical leave when necessary or ar-
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range schedules that provide for rest after
traumatic experiences.
XXInvest in personal protection materials
and in the training of employees involved
in this kind of coverage.
XXOffer health and life insurance plans, especially for professionals who cover highrisk situations.
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